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Intro
World Aqua Day will dominate
on global level as leading ecology
project due to its unique concept
as it is based on actual and
substantial results performed by
united humankind.
There has never been done a
cleaning action of this scope and
significance and it has never been
needed more than now.

There was a time when man
explored the sea and the
beauty of it. Now he is just
exploiting it.

World Aqua Day
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Concept
World Aqua Day concept is
created by one enthusiastic diver
who aims to unite the whole planet
and help people from all around
the world to perceive, comprehend
and respond to one of the greatest
threats that is endangering all
human and marine life - ocean
pollution. This can only be done if
we all work together as one nation
and if we promptly react to this
threat with specific cleaning
actions.

Kristijan Curavić
DIVER
WORLD AQUA DAY CEO
WORLD AQUA COMMITTEE PRESIDENT

PROJECT CREATED
BY THE OCEAN
History has proven that each major problem contains its own solution. For more than
a decade, ocean plastic pollution has been one of the most important global issues
and a problem many people, institutions, and organizations are trying to solve.
So far, most of the solutions have been solely conferences and speeches held by
individuals and some organizations that deal with the problem but no solution has
been provided whatsoever. As a consequence of this indolence, ocean plastic
pollution has become one of the most inanimate threats to all existing life on planet
Earth. The solution lies in each one of us and World Aqua Day project is the
beginning of a long-term solution. First, we need to unite and start working together
and, once we have created a stable platform, we can look into the future for solutions
that can change our lifestyles and attitude toward this planet, as well as the way we
treat our oceans.

World Aqua Day
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Vision
World Aqua Day vision is to unite the entire planet to act as one
nation and protect, preserve, and clean the oceans, lakes, and
rivers around the world.
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Mision and Goals
World Aqua Day mission is to reach a point in the future where
the amount of non-degradable waste and plastic is more salvaged
from the ocean than thrown in it, as well as to unite all the divers
in the world to participate and contribute in the systematic
cleaning process.
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Solution
Organize World Aqua Day, each year with a different host country,
to engage the people from all around the world into the cleaning
process followed by global mainstream media
Broadcast the cleaning process live across the planet to raise the
global awareness and make the emotional impact on the global
audience
Develop the Opening Ceremony similar to the Olympic Games and
supported by presidents, prime ministers, and royal families
Create and support a cooperation among the governments,
corporate private sector, the world leading NGO's;
Get global public support.

World Aqua Day
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Everybody’s Responsibility

For the first time in history, World Aqua Day has created a
stable platform to build a green future by creating a link
between global organizations like the UN, UNWTO,
governments, private business sector, NGO's, global
corporations, and other industries that are partially
responsible for the existing problem. Cooperation between
these partners will provide great achievement and results on
the global scale.

World Aqua Day
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The Future

In 2018

105

300

600

COUNTRIES

CITIES

DIVING CENTERS

MORE THAN

1,000.000
PEOPLE

By 2020
Participation of the entire planet
Official support and participation by governments
Official partnership with the UN and Prince Albert ll of Monaco Foundation
Collaboration with NATO for cleaning the most endangered marine areas
Introduction of solutions for 30% of the plastic floating in ocean currents
Introduction of systematic cleaning of countries throughout year by
self-sustainable ecological brand – the White Flag

World Aqua Day
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The Opening Ceremony
World Aqua Day Opening Ceremony
is acknowledgment for all the people
around the world who fight, participate
and believe in saving the ocean for
next generations, preserving all life on
this planet. The opening ceremony will
be designed and organized as its own
registered concept with spectacular
visual effects performed both on the
water and on the ground.

Gerhard Heiberg, World Aqua Committee Board Member
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Visual Concepts

The Opening Ceremony
attended by royal family members,
presidents, and prime ministers
Live feed from all participating
countries to the host country on a
large projector
Official World Aqua Day
countdown timer with integrated
count of salvaged non-degradable
waste and plastic
Haakon, Crown Prince of Norway

World Aqua Day
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Unique PR and Marketing

Building up an ecological brand recognition
Long-term strategy improving company identity & creating new values for future direction
Leading position in a global market
Leaving a mark in history with pioneer project designed to outlast generations
Base marketing strategy on new social media recognition
Improving financial results by implementing suitable marketing and communication
Implementing the products in the project infrastructure
Launch series of new products with integrated World Aqua Day brand
Awarding OGA (Ocean Guardian Award) certificates for privileged clients

World Aqua Day
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VIP Ambassadors

H.S.H. Prince Albert II

Bernie

Leonardo

OF MONACO

ECCLESTONE

DICAPRIO

World Aqua Day is supported by royal families, prime ministers, presidents,
movie stars and famous sports athletes who all want to participate in resolving
the problem of ocean pollution. These individuals are passionate, determined to
do their part on ocean, lakes, and rivers preservation. They are best possible
allies in withdrawing the global mainstream media and social networks for the
promotion of the projects and raising awareness among all generations of our
global audience.

World Aqua Day
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Partners and Credibility

Our partners are our allies and together we have
the strength, determination, and passion for
making a true difference and impact in the
preservation and cleaning the oceans, lakes, and
rivers around the world. We make specific and
tangible results by taking out toxic waste and
plastic from the world waters. This toxic waste is
rapidly killing marine life on a daily basis and
endangering human life on this planet. The people
who live for the ocean and are willing to make the
necessary sacrifices to save it have built our
organization.
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Partnership with
Whiteflag International

World Aqua Day, in partnership with Whiteflag
International, today’s unique symbol assigned to
marine areas as a proof that they are cleaned
from non-degradable waste and plastic, is
welcoming all the companies as a participating
partner in ocean cleaning. This unique concept
has proved itself to be the most efficient way to
clean oceans, lakes, and rivers. It is the first
self-sustainable symbol with specific results of
ocean cleaning.

World Aqua Day
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World Aqua Day
and Continents

In the next 8 years, World Aqua Day will be held in
8 different countries, each on a different continent.
This way, World Aqua Day concept will send out a
strong message to the world about World Aqua
Day being, not only about ecology but about
uniting people to act as one nation. Organizing
the opening ceremony in 8 different countries and
continents will have great media exposure, which
will truly make an impact on people around the
world. World Aqua Day is not political nor it has
any political background. It sends a message
about the awareness across the planet in a form of
concrete results.

In just a few years, World Aqua Day will become
more significant and more important than the
Olympic Games.
Life before sports, people before entertainment.

World Aqua Day
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Making History

A project that will outlast generations
and leave a big mark in history.

Disregarding what are our predictions of this
project and its future expansion, its true size and
value are beyond our comprehension. What we
know and can predict is its significance. It will
originate and enable massive amounts of the
toxic waste and plastic being salvaged from the
oceans, lakes, and rivers around the world. What
has never been done before will be now done by
divers and other experts. No other project will
have the same power to unite the world together
or, should we say the OCEAN because, in the end,
we are already united by it.

As much as we need the blood to
stream through our bodies, so we
need the ocean, lakes, and rivers
to run through our planet.
Kristijan Curavić
DIVER
WORLD AQUA DAY CEO
WORLD AQUA COMMITTEE PRESIDENT

The beginning of the final solution

www.worldaquaday.com

